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Many machines: your laptop, 
your iPhone, your iPad...)
Each storing a copy of a 
Database (say, a calendar)
Write any, read any
No continuos network 
connectivity (partitions)
Heterogeneous network
Clients can update the 
database when disconnected

Read/Write

Design Goals
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Arbitrary communication topologies
Operation over low-bandwidth 
networks
Incremental progress, even through 
disconnections
Eventual consistency: if no updates, 
all replicas eventually converge
Efficient storage management
Propagation through transportable 
media (your USB key)
Lightweight management of 
dynamic replica set
Allow application to manage 
inconsistencies
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Entropy = Disorder
Anti-entropy brings two replicas 
up-to-date with each other

Three design choices:
it is a one-way operation 
between pairs of servers: 

no need for  all servers, or even a 
quorum of them, to be available!

eventual consistency through 
epidemic spread of updates

it occurs through the 
propagation of write operations 

no need to swap databases!

write propagation is constrained 
by the accept-order

Anti-entropy

Read/Write



Basic Setup
Each replica/server maintains

database
ordered write log

Replica maintains all local and remote updates in a log

Replica applies all updates to the database when it receives 
them, potentially rolling back to manage a conflict

Invariant: Entries sorted by accept order

Goal: if all replicas have the same ordered log, then their 
databases are identical

When a replica receives a write from a client application, it 
assigns to it an accept stamp 
            defines:

a total order over all writes accepted by a replica
a partial order (accept order) over all writes in the system

We want an update mechanism that maintains the following 
prefix property over the set of writes known by a server:

If the log of replica     contains a write    first accepted 
by replica    , then the log also contains all the writes 
accepted by     prior to 

Accept Order

Rj

w

wRi

Rj

acceptTime

(acceptTime, replicaId )

Prefix property enables compact representation of a 
replica’s position

Each replica    maintains a version vector         such that             
   is the largest accept stamp of any write accepted 
by    and known to          ....sounds familiar?

Replicas use version vectors to bring each other up-to-
date

Version Vectors

Ri

Ri.V [ ]
Ri.V [j]

Rj

Ri

Basic Anti-Entropy
(run at replica   ) 

anti-entropy
Get        from receiving replica  
/* send all the writes unknown to   */
   first write in 
while     do

if        then 
/*   is new for    */
send    to

      next write in

S

Supports
multiple communication 
topologies
different policies for when 
and with whom to reconcile
incremental updates(!)
can be used with 
transportable media
it slices! it dices!

But does it work? 

R.V [ ] R

R

w :=

(w)

(S, R)

w R

w R

w :=

S.writeLog

S.writeLog

R.V (w.replicaId ) < w.acceptTime



The prefix property could be violated if the anti-entropy 
protocol is run over channels that are not FIFO

easy to fix

The protocol requires the log to grow without bound
when can a replica garbage collect a write?
1. wait for the write to have propagated to all replicas
2. In Bayou, as soon as it knows that the write has 

become stable

Two issues

A write is stable if its position in the write log will not 
change

We saw how to implement stability in our implementation 
of causal delivery:

use gap detection property of vector clocks!
happy?

Stable writes

A write is stable if its positions in the write log will not 
change

We saw how to implement stability in our implementation 
of causal delivery:

use gap detection property of vector clocks!
happy?

Partitions can prevent garbage collection!

In Bayou, a write is stable as soon as a primary replica 
says so

Stability

A write is stable when a primary replica declares it so by 
committing the write

The primary commits the write by assigning to it a unique, 
monotonically increasing  commit sequence number (CSN)

New order of writes enforced by the ordered triple

Committed writes are totally ordered

Write Stability in Bayou

(CSN, acceptTime, replicaId )



Propagating committed writes
(run at replica   ) 

anti-entropy
Get         and          from receiving replica  

/* first send all the committed writes unknown to   */
if     then

      first committed write unknown to 
while     do

if        then
/*    has the write, but does not know it is committed /*
send          to

else send    to
    next committed write in

      first tentative write
/* then send all tentative writes */
while     do

if             then 
send    to

   next write in 

R.CSN < S.CSN

(S,R)

R.V [ ] R.CSN R

R

w := R

(w)

S

w.acceptTime ≤ R.V (replicaID )

R

(COMMIT, R, w.acceptTime, w.replicaId, w.CSN ) R

w R

w := S.writeLog

w :=

(w)

R.V (w.replicaID ) < w.acceptTime

w R

w := S.writeLog

Replica   maintains a version vector      representing 
truncated prefix of its (committed) write log

         is the CSN for

If                    , then    has discarded committed writes 
that    is missing

What to do?

Write log truncation

S S.O

S.OSN S.O

S.OSN > R.CSN S

R

Propagating committed writes
(run at replica   ) 

anti-entropy
Get        and          from receiving replica  

/* check if              s.t. not enough to send tentative and committed writes */
if        then

/* execute a full database transfer /*
Roll back        to the state corresponding to  
send        to 
send      to     /* this will be the new       */
send          to     /* this will be the new          */
/* now, same as before /*

if      then
       first committed write unknown to 
while     do

if        then
send             to

else send    to
    next committed write in

       first tentative write in 
while     do

if              then send    to
    next write in 

S
(S,R)

R.V [ ] R.CSN R

R.writeLog

(S.OSN > R.CSN )

S.OS.DB

S.DB R

S.O R R.O

S.OSN R R.OSN

R.CSN < S.CSN

w :=

(w)

w.acceptTime ≤ R.V (replicaId )

(COMMIT, R,w.acceptTime, w.replicaId, w.CSN )

R

R

w R

w :=

(w)

R.V (w.replicaId ) < w.acceptTime

w :=

w R

S.writeLog

S.writeLog

S.writeLogw :=

Suppose you want to access a database but don’t want to 
keep a replica

Contact one server, start processing

If the server fails, switch to a different one

What if the new one is inconsistent with the old one?

session guarantees

Consistency



Monotonic Reads
If a client reads the value of  , any successive read operation on   by 
that client returns the same, or a more recent, value

Session guarantees 
in Bayou
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Monotonic Reads
If a client reads the value of  , any successive read operation on   by 
that client returns the same, or a more recent, value

Monotonic Writes 
A write operation by a client on   is completed before any successive 
write operation on   by the same client

Session guarantees 
in Bayou
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that client returns the same, or a more recent, value

Monotonic Writes 
A write operation by a client on   is completed before any successive 
write operation on   by the same client

Read Your Writes
The effect of a write operation by a client on   will always be seen by 
a successive read operation on   by the same client
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Monotonic Reads
If a client reads the value of  , any successive read operation on   by 
that client returns the same, or a more recent, value

Monotonic Writes 
A write operation by a client on   is completed before any successive 
write operation on   by the same client

Read Your Writes
The effect of a write operation by a client on   will always be seen by 
a successive read operation on   by the same client

Writes Follow Reads       
A write on   by a client following a previous read on   by the same 
client is guaranteed to take place on the same or a more recent value 
of   that the one that was read

Session guarantees 
in Bayou
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Need a mechanism to
assign unique id to a replica
determine when a replica is created or retired

Announce creation/retirement using a write!
new replica    “creates itself” by sending creation write to 
creation write is entered in    with accept 
stamp        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (id’s can get long!)
 
replica retires by sending retirement write to itself

must remain alive until at least one anti-entropy step

Replica Management

Ri Rj

Rj .writeLog
(∞, acceptTimeRj

, Rj)

Ri.replicaId := (acceptTimeRj
, Rj)

Ri.acceptTime := acceptTimeRj
+ 1

What if   , during an anti-entropy session with   , finds that   
 does not know of server    ?

The Case 
of the Missing VV entry

S Ri

Ri Rj

What if   , during an anti-entropy session with   , finds that   
 does not know of server    ?

it could be because     has not heard of     yet...
...or, because     has already heard of    ’s retirement

The Case 
of the Missing VV entry

Rj

S Ri

Ri Rj

RjRi

Ri

What if   , during an anti-entropy session with   , finds that   
 does not know of server    ?

it could be because     has not heard of     yet...
...or, because     has already heard of    ’s retirement

Suppose     is missing the entry for 
if                       then     knows of    ’creation

   has seen    retire.   needs not forward writes accepted 
by   

if                       then     is news to 
   sends to    all the writes   knows     accepted 

The Case 
of the Missing VV entry

Rj

S Ri

Ri Rj

RjRi

Ri

Ri Rj = (TSk,j , Rk)

Ri.V (Rk) ≥ TSk,j Ri Rj

Ri.V (Rk) < TSk,j

Ri Rj S

Rj

Rj Ri

RiS S Rj


